Order Luqo on Kickstarter now!
Luqo is already used in primary schools across The Netherlands. The collaborative games
align with learning methods and are developed together with educational experts.

Playing and learning
together
Four children play with Luqo as a team,
without supervision of a teacher. They
have to collaborate and communicate
to advance through the game levels.

For every age and subject
a Luqo game

The children do not only learn more about
the material because of this, but also
develop social skills. It boosts selfesteem, increases involvement and
creates ownership.

There are Luqo games available for all subjects ranging from preschool until the age of
twelve. While the Kickstarter runs, games
will be sold in discounted Game Superpacks
containing ten games. Afterwards, games
can be purchased separately. The discount
for schools is valid until May 12th 2021.

More info at
www.KS.playluqo.com

Cool buttons!
Kids immediately get excited at the sight
of the famous buttons they know from tv.
While playing, the children are responsible
for their own button and they get to hit it
as hard as they can. So much fun, that kids
will take the initiative to learn from now on.

Luqo at School is for four players. There is also a 2-player version that is used at home for 1-on-1 coaching: Luqo Home.

Discount on Kickstarter!
€516 discount!

+

1x
1 set of buttons

games

€ 799
€ 283

What is Kickstarter?

€1.157 discount!

+

6x
6 sets of buttons

Production price

games

€ 2.495
€ 1.338

Selling price

An international website on which you
can order innovative products with a
large group of people for a lower price.

Pledge = Promise

Reward = Product

“If the group is large enough,
I will contribute this amount of money.”

“In return I will receive a reward:
Luqo!”

Minimum group size reached?
NO

YES

Your money is returned.

Production starts!

You do not pay, but
will not receive a Luqo either.

Longer delivery time, but
for a much lower price.
To express our gratitude, we
will give a big discount on
Luqo games!

I don’t have a credit card
A credit card is obligatory to pay on
Kickstarter , because they don't charge
the amount immediately. This will only
happen when the campaign is successful.
An option is a free virtual credit card. Or
contact us for alternatives: info@luqo.nl.

There are several banks where you can
apply for a free virtual credit card. We've
tested the process with N26 bank, and
within 15 minutes you’re done.
So, if you don't have a credit card or if
yours is declined by Kickstarter, you can
still pledge with no additional costs if you
use a virtual credit card.

